
INJECTIVE ANALYTIC MAPS - A COUNTEREXAMPLE TOTHE PROOFTHOMAS KEILEN AND DAVID MONDAbstrat. In [N�em93℄ the author translates a onjeture of Le Dung Trangon the non-existene of injetive analyti maps f : �Cn; 0� ! �Cn+1; 0� withdf(0) = 0 into the non-existene of a hypersurfae germ in �Cn+1; 0� with ratherunexpeted properties. However, the proof given in [N�em93℄ ontains an appar-ently fatal error, as we demonstrate with an example.In [N�em93℄ the author addresses the problem whether the di�erential df(0) of aninjetive analyti map germ f : �Cn; 0� ! �Cn+1; 0� an possibly be of rank lessthan n � 1. A long standing onjeture of Le Dung Trang for the ase n = 2states that this annot be the ase, even though it is not at all obvious how thetopologial fat of injetivity and the analyti datum on the rank of the derivativemight relate to eah other. Analysing the image (X; 0) of f as an analyti subspaeof �Cn+1; 0�, the author laims that a ounter example to Le's onjeture would havean unexpeted \bad" property. More preisely, he de�nes what it means for (X; 0)to be \good", and sets out to show that if X is good then the rank of df(0) is atleast n� 1 and (X; 0) is an equisingular family of plane urves. However, the proofof this theorem ontains a fundamental error, whih { as we are onvined afterdisussions with the author { annot be repaired. We will outline the main ideas ofthe proof and give an example whih shows that it does not work as desribed, andwhere it goes wrong. In order to keep the notation simple we restrit ourselves tothe ase where n = 2.We would like to point out that our example is not a ounter-example to the state-ment of the Theorem in [N�em93℄ nor do we know of any suh. It shows merely thatthe proof is wrong.Let us now reall the neessary de�nitions from [N�em93℄.De�nition: A two-dimensional subgerm (X; 0) � �C3; 0� is alled good if thereexist oordinates (w1; w2; w3) for �C3; 0� and a map germ F : �C3; 0� ! (C; 0)de�ning (X; 0), i. e. X = F�1(0), suh that W0 = X \ fw1 = 0g is an isolated planeurve singularity, and �F�w1 62 Dw1; �F�w2 ; �F�w3E.Nemethi then states the following\Theorem": If the image (X; 0) of an injetive analyti map germ f : �C2; 0� !�C3; 0� is good, then the rank of df(0) is at least one. Moreover, (X; 0) is an equi-singular family of plane urve singularities over the base (C; 0).The idea of the proof is to ompare the two isolated plane urve singularities V0 =f�11 (0) and W0 = X \ fw1 = 0g =  (V0), where fi = wi Æ f : �C2; 0� ! (C; 0) fori = 1; 2; 3 and  = (f2; f3) : �C2; 0� ! �C2; 0�. The Milnor �bre Vt = f�1(t) fort 6= 0 maps via  to V 0t =  (Vt), whih is in general singular. If f is injetive, then therestrition of  to eah level set of f1 (i.e. to Vt) must also be injetive. The vanishingyles of Vt must therefore be mapped homeomorphially by  to non-trivial ylesin V 0t . Nemethi laims that under these irumstanes, the vanishing yles of Vt,Date: September, 2003.Key words and phrases. Singularity theory. 1



2 THOMAS KEILEN AND DAVID MONDmapped by  into V 0t , together with the vanishing yles of the singularities ofV 0t (whih it has aquired under the map  ) together make up a omplete set ofvanishing yles of a Milnor �bre of W0. In Vt one an hoose vanishing yleswhih do not pass through the (isolated) non-immersive points of  . In a smoothingof the singularities of V 0t , the vanishing yles an be on�ned to arbitrarily smallneighbourhoods (in the ambient spae) of the points being smoothed, and thus thevanishing yles oming from the singularities of V 0t have zero intersetion numberwith the images under  of the vanishing yles oming from Vt. This impliesthat the Dynkin diagram of the isolated plane urve singularity W0 is disonneted,ontraditing a well-known theorem of Lazzeri ([Laz73℄).From this Nemethi onludes that one of the two sets of vanishing yles must beempty, and thus that either V0 or V 0t is smooth. in the �rst ase, the derivative at(0; 0) of f1 is not zero, and so the derivative of f itself is not zero. In the seondase, V 0t is a Milnor �bre for W0, and so W0 and V0 have the same Milnor number,from whih it follows that  gives an isomorphism V0 !W0. From this Nemethi isable to show that the germ (X; 0) is not good.To make this argument rigorous, Nemethi has to show that the two types of ylestogether really do form a basis of vanishing yles in a Milnor �bre of W0. To dothis he onsiders the deformation of V0 indued by f1 : (C2; 0) ! (`; 0) = (C; 0).The image of this deformation under  then gives a deformation of W0 whih anbe indued from an R-miniversal deformation � of Fj : fw1 = 0g ! (C; 0) via basehange r. The author laims then that a small perturbation of r(`) gives rises toa Milnor �bre of W0 in whih the set of vanishing yles splits into those omingfrom a Milnor �bre of V0 and those arising from the singularities of V 0t . For thisto be the ase, it must be possible to deform `0 = r(`) in a family to f`0tgt2C;0)in suh a way that for t 6= 0, `0t intersets the disriminant D in the base of thedeformation � transversally in a �nite number of points, and that `0t \D does notmeet the boundary of a good representative of the deformation. The problem withthe argument is that if r(`) is ontained in D, then this is not in general possible.And this is exatly what happens in our example, even though to see this one hasto follow the onstrutions in the proof of the theorem very losely. For the detailswe refer to [Kei93℄.An easy way to see that the proof must go wrong somewhere is to onsider thefollowing example.f : �C2; 0�! (C3; 0� : (x; y) 7! �y3 + x2; x; y2�:Obviously f is injetive andF : �C3; 0�! (C; 0) : (w1; w2; w3) 7! �w1 � w22�2 � w33is a de�ning equation of (X; 0) = � im(f); 0�. In this aseV0 = f�11 (0) = �y3 + x2 = 0	is a usp, hene in partiular not smooth, whileW0 = X \ fw1 = 0g = �w42 � w33 = 0	is an E6-singularity. Even though f is injetive, V0 and W0 do not have the sameMilnor number! Referenes[Kei93℄ Thomas Keilen, A laim on the rank of an injetive map, Master's thesis, University ofWarwik, 1993, http://www.mathematik.uni-kl.de/~keilen/Douments/master.ps.gz.[Laz73℄ Fulvio Lazzeri, A theorem on the monodromy of isolated singularities, Ast�erisque 7{8(1973), 269{275.
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